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Tre Arrow Newsletter: July 4 2005
1. Message from Tre ~ 2. Tre’s Recommended reading~ 3. Help Tre Arrow Punkfest: July 15th,
Windsor ON ~ 4. Volunteers listserve ~

1.Message from Tre ~

Hello to everyone out there! In case you haven’t heard, my extradition hearing has been
progressing as well as can be expected. My deepest gratitude and love to all those who bless
me with their smiling, shining faces during the extradition hearings. And to all of you who have
been keeping me in your thoughts and prayers during these times…. A huge thanks to you as
well. I send huge props to Tim Russell, my lawyer who delivered a compelling and solid
argument opposing my extradition. I feel the judge was fair in her receiving the submissions.
She could have been hostile or unwilling to hear some of Tim’s presentation, yet she listened,
took notes and allowed him to submit arguments dealing with the details of my case. These
hearings can be a bit dry and overwhelmingly sleep inducing and I’m glad it’s over. This
Thursday July 7th, the Judge will make her decision on some or all of Tim’s submissions. So
when we hear the word we will pass on whatever news we have and what that means for my
future.
www.trearrow.org
As oppressive, grueling, violating and disconcerting as this incarceration has been, I know
there are so many others around the world who are suffering far worse than I am. I am so
blessed to have so many beings in my life surrounding me with love, support and strength. An
injustice to one is an injustice to all…whether it’s a tree, aboriginal, womyn, or a whale; we are
all impacted and affected by how every living thing is treated. May we manifest a world with
equality and justice for everyone and everything. Namaste Tre
2. Recommended Reading (A friendly, kind reminder to acquire the books from a used book
store or a library in order to save trees and to avoid chemicals going into our air water and soil):

Days of War, Nights of Love: Crimethinc for Beginners http://www.crimethinc.com/a/days/
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The Education of Little Tree by Forrest Carter http://www.nativeweb.org/pages/legal/carter.html

3. Help Tre Arrow Punkfest~ July 15th, Windsor ON

Organised by the Rural Ontario Anarchist Development Collective, Windsor Ontario Octane
Nightclub (ALL AGES) 2629 Howard Avenue, Windsor, ON July 15th (Doors Open at 6:00pm)
$5.00 minimum donation (all profits go to Tre Arrow's legal fund)

Bands interested in playing (for free) email: roadwindsor@riseup.net

4. Volunteers listserve~ A big thanks to all the people who have signed up to volunteer so far
and a reminder that we are still looking for people interested in helping out in various ways with
Tre’s case. Just send us an email and we’ll add you to the list so you can get updated with what
needs to be done.
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